
Differential Lengths, Surfaces and Volumes

When integrating along lines, over surfaces, or throughout volumes,
the ranges of the respective variables define the limits of the respective
integrations.  In order to evaluate these integrals, we must properly define
the differential elements of length, surface and volume in the coordinate
system of interest. The definition of the proper differential elements of
length (dl for line integrals) and area (ds for surface integrals) can be
determined directly from the definition of the differential volume (dv for
volume integrals) in a particular coordinate system.

Rectangular Coordinates

Cylindrical Coordinates



Spherical Coordinates



Example (Line / surface / volume integration)

Using the appropriate differential elements, show that 
(a.) the circumference of a circle of radius �o is 2��o.
(b.) the surface area of a sphere of radius ro is 4�ro

2.
(c.) the volume of a sphere of radius ro is (4/3)�ro

3.

(a.)

(b.)



(c.)



Example (Surface / volume integration in spherical coordinates)

A three-dimensional solid is described in spherical coordinates

according to

0 �r�1 0 ����/4      0 ���2�

(a.) Sketch the solid.
(b.) Determine the volume of the solid.
(c.) Determine the surface area of the solid

(a.)

(b.)



(c.)



 Line Integrals of Vectors

Certain parameters in electromagnetics are defined in terms of the
line integral of a vector field component in the direction of a given path.
The component of a vector along a given path is found using the dot
product.  The resulting scalar function is integrated along the path to obtain
the desired result.  The line integral of the vector A along a the path L is
then defined as

where 
dl = al dl
al � unit vector in the direction of the path L
dl � differential element of length along the path L

Al � component of A along the path L

Whenever the path L is a closed path, the resulting line integral of A is
defined as the circulation of A around L and written as



Differential Lengths on Arbitrary Paths

Line integrals on paths in arbitrary directions may be defined using
general differential lengths or differential displacements.  The general
differential displacements in rectangular, cylindrical and spherical
coordinates are

These differential lengths are valid for integration in any general direction
but the resulting integrands must be parameterized in terms of only one
variable (the variable of integration).

Example (Line integral)

Given                                                              ,  evaluate the line
integral of H along the path L made up of the three straight line paths
shown below.





Surface Integrals of Vectors

Certain parameters in electromagnetics are defined in terms of the
surface integral of a vector field component normal to the surface.  The
component of a vector normal to the surface is found using the dot product.
The resulting scalar function is integrated over the surface to obtain the
desired result.  The surface integral of the vector A over the surface S (also
called as the flux of A through S) is then defined as

where 
ds = an ds
an � unit vector normal to the surface S
ds � differential surface element on S

An � component of A normal to the surface S



For a closed surface S, the resulting surface integral of A is defined
as the net outward flux of A through S assuming that the unit normal an is
an the outward pointing normal to S.

Example  (Surface integral / net outward flux)

Given                                  , determine the net outward flux through
the closed hemispherical surface defined by (0�r�5), (0����/2), and  (0
���2�).

S = S1 + S2 S1 � hemispherical surface (ro = 5)
S2 � circular surface (�o = 90o)





Line, Surface and Volume Integration using MATLAB

The evaluation of line integrals (1D integrals), surface integrals (2D
integrals) and volume integrals (3D integrals) can all be performed using
the simple 1D integration tools within MATLAB assuming that the 2D or
3D integrand of interest is separable into a product of functions which are
each dependent on only one variable.  For example, given the general
volume integration in rectangular coordinates of a function F(x,y,z), this
3D integration reduces to three 1D integrals if the function F can be
written as

MATLAB provides three distinct 1D integration tools which employ
different types of integration schemes.

The 1D integration defined by the “trapz” command employs the
trapezoidal rule.  In order to evaluate the integral

the MATLAB command syntax for this technique is

result = trapz(xvec,yvec)  

  xvec vector containing the evaluation points for the integration
from xmin to xmax used in the integration.

  yvec vector containing the values of the integrand f (x) at the
evaluation points defined in xvec.



The  xvec and yvec vectors are easily generated using the linspace
command in MATLAB:

vec = linspace(xmin,xmax,N)

which creates a vector vec containing N equally spaced points from xmin
to xmax.



Example  (Numerical integration using MATLAB)

Evaluate the integral

using the trapezoidal rule in MATLAB.

» theta=linspace(pi/4,pi/2,100);
» f=cos(theta).*(sin(theta)).^3;
» result=trapz(theta,f)

result =
    0.1875

theta = [0.7854    0.7933    0.8013  ...  1.5708]

cos(theta) = [0.7071    0.7015    0.6958  ...  0.0000]

sin(theta) = [0.7071    0.7127    0.7182 ...  1.0000]

f = [0.2500    0.2539    0.2578 ...  0.0000]

» plot(theta,f)
» xlabel('\theta')
» ylabel('f(\theta)')



In addition to the trapz command, MATLAB provides two other
1D integration tools: quad and quad8.  These quadrature-based
integration schemes use higher-order approximations than the trapezoidal
rule.  The formats of these MATLAB commands are

quad(‘f’,xmin,xmax)
quad8(‘f’,xmin,xmax)

where the function f to be integrated must be defined within MATLAB.
The  quad8 integration scheme is simply a higher-order version of the
quad scheme.

MATLAB will also perform a two-dimensional integration using the
dblquad function.  To evaluate an integral of the form

the function F(x,y) must be defined in a separate m-file.  For example, to
evaluate the integral

an m-file named fxy.m is generated which contains the following.

function z=fxy(x,y)
z=cos((x.^2+1).*y);

The following command line determines the integral result

» dblquad('fxy',-1,1,0,2)
ans =
    0.7875



The 2-D integrand in the previous example can be plotted (in 3-D) using
the following commands.

» x=linspace(-1,1,50);
» y=linspace(0,2,50);
» [xx,yy]=meshgrid(x,y);
» zz=fxy(xx,yy);
» mesh(xx,yy,zz)
» xlabel ('x'),ylabel('y'),zlabel('f(x,y)')
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